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European PROGRES organised in 2016 its traditional art competition for high school students from 34 municipalities in southeast and 

southwest Serbia with the theme “Europe: Wise Choice”. The theme aimed at bringing the process of European integrations closer to the 

youth in Programme municipalities, in order for them to identify many opportunities the European Union (EU) offers them, and to recognise 

themselves as active participants in this process. To facilitate the creative process, European PROGRES interlinked the competition with 

the “Europe Diary” – a high school handbook on EU integrations.
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AWARDED ARTWORKS
from the “Europe: Wise Choice”art competition*

No. SCHOOL

School for textile

and design

Gymnasium

“Svetozar Marković”

Gymnasium

“Pivo Karamatijiević”

Leskovac

Gymnasium

Technical school

“Prota Stevan

Dimitrijević”

High school

“Sezai Surroi”

Medical

school

Technical school

“Nikola Tesla”

Raška

Gymnasium

Katarina

Mihajlović

Milan

Veličković

Sandra

Grbić

Jana

Mihajlović

Kristina

Jović

Lisina

Dulaj

Anica

Petrović

Nikola

Nikolov

Luka

Bošković

LESKOVAC

Laptop

Tablet

Tablet

Mobile phone

Mobile phone

Mobile phone

Mobile phone

Mobile phone

Mobile phone

SURDULICA

NOVA

VAROŠ

LESKOVAC

ALEKSINAC

BUJANOVAC

LESKOVAC

SURDULICA

RAŠKA

STUDENT DESCRIPTION OF THE CHOSEN EU BENEFITAWARDMUNICIPALITY

My environment – Building a green future

Inadequate waste management is one of the biggest obstacles in 
environmental protection in Serbia. EU membership would enable 
Serbia to recycle more and introduce ecologically friendly 
technology, especially into the car industry.

Serbia and the EU – EU, Serbia's biggest trade partner 

Almost two thirds of its foreign trade Serbia does with the EU, which 
has a big influence on the economy, but also the living standard in 
our country. EU accession would entail market expansion, economic 
progress and, thus, more jobs and better living conditions for us, the 
citizens. 

Serbia and the EU – Visa free traveling for citizens of Serbia 

As citizens of the EU, individuals from Serbia would get the 
opportunity to travel the world without obstacles, get acquainted to 
new cultures and people, as well as gain unforgettable 
acquaintances and experiences. 

My environment – Research protects our planet 

It is important to invest into scientific research, especially 
technological advances, because that is the way to new solutions in 
environmental protection. The European Union would offer Serbia a 
ticket into the world of these exiting scientific breakthroughs. 

The society around me – Intolerant will not be tolerated

The European Union fosters tolerance and diversity. As such, it 
demands all forms of racial discrimination be eliminated. By 
becoming a member of the EU, Serbia would become more 
committed to protecting these values.

Europe and Me – What next? Higher education!

A large number of countries in the European Union means a large 
number of school which offer youth countless opportunities for 
development and progress. If Serbia became a member, students 
from our country would gain access to all of these schools and, 
consequentially, to a more modern and diverse education. 

The society around me – People with disabilities

Serbia's accession to the EU would offer individuals from vulnerable 
groups, especially persons with disabilities, better chances for 
education, employment and participation in the wider society. With 
this, Serbia would be one step closer to including all of its citizens in 
all of the spheres of the society.

My environment – Better performance with less investment

The European Union requires those who pollute to be mindful of the 
environment, because without clean air there is no healthy life. As an 
EU member, Serbia would live and produce without black clouds.

My environment – Concern for agriculture

Villages in Serbia harbour a lot of potential, especially in regard to 
agriculture, which is why they should be conserved and invested in. 
As an EU member, Serbia would be able to offer its agricultural 
producers better living and working conditions, which would lead to 
more youth staying and working in their villages.
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 The order of students, as presented in the list, is arbitrarily set and does not represent ranking of the artworks by quality, or any other basis, save for the

first three places
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AWARDED ARTWORKS
from the “Europe: Wise Choice”art competition*

AWARDED SCHOOL
Gymnasium “Pivo Karamatijiević”, Nova Varoš

No. SCHOOL

Leskovac

Gymnasium

Gymnasium

“Jezdimir Lović”

Technical school

“Nikola Tesla”

Milena

Filić

Sadmir

Hamidović

Milan

Todorović

Mobile phone

Mobile phone

Mobile phone

LESKOVAC

SJENICA

SURDULICA

STUDENT DESCRIPTION OF THE CHOSEN EU BENEFITAWARDMUNICIPALITY

The society around me – Unified in diversity

European integrations mean merging diverse countries and people, 
but also cherishing their differences and cultures. The European 
Union is a wise choice because it nurtures and protects individual 
and collective particularities. 

My environment – Concern for agriculture 

 

Better care for agriculture, land cultivation, organic production and 
promotion of existing products would instigate economic growth 
and overall progress of Serbia. Moreover, the European market 
would be enriched by our high quality products. 

The society around me –Unified in diversity 

The European Union resembles a beautiful, colourful collage of 
different cultures – each one a valuable contribution to the whole. 
My wish is for Serbia to become an integral part of this picture.
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 The order of students, as presented in the list, is arbitrarily set and does not represent ranking of the artworks by quality, or any other basis, save for the

first three places
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AWARDED PROFESSORS

School for textile

and design

Gymnasium

“Pivo Karamatijiević”

Gymnasium

“Svetozar Marković”

Zorica

Nešković

Stanko

Nikačević

Jelena

Nešić

Book

Book

Book

LESKOVAC

NOVA

VAROŠ

SURDULICA
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